
Class X – Geography Project 
 

 
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION EFFORTS IN INDIA  

 
 

1. Cover page –  
Topic must be written in the center  
Submitted to - Name of the subject teacher (on the left hand side bottom),  
Submitted by - Your name, class, roll no. (on the right hand side bottom).  

Make the cover page creative by sticking pictures / drawings, which are related to the topic.  
 

2. Acknowledgement – the people you want to thank for helping and guiding you through 
the completion of the project.  
 

3. Index - There should be four columns: 
(i) Serial no. (ii) Topic (iii) Page no. (iv) Teacher's remarks 

 
4. Introduction to the topic –  

Meaning of the term wildlife conservation.  
 

5. The growing importance of wildlife in a biome or an ecosystem. 
 

6. Major threats to wildlife - climatic change and global warming, unregulated hunting and 
poaching, pollution, over-exploitation, deforestation, trade for biomedical research, loss 
of habitat. 
 

7. Governmental and non - governmental involvement in protecting these species.  
 

8. Concept of National Parks (NP), Reserved Forest (RF), Protected Forest (PF), 
Sanctuaries, Biosphere reserves, etc. 
 

9. Cite an example of a National Park or Sanctuary that you have visited; highlighting 
which species are present there and steps taken by the Government to promote and 
enhance their growth. 
 

10. Conclusion - Priorities for national and international action. 
 

11. Bibliography - the sources from where you have taken help for making the project.  
 
 

Special Instructions: 
a. Use a biology hard bound file which must be covered.  
b. Page limit - 25 to 30 pages. (inclusive of everything) 
c. You should use interleaved biology sheets.  
d. You can take the help of your course book, encyclopedia, magazines, internet, etc. to 

make your project informative and original. The matter should not be copied directly 
from the internet. 

e. The project should incorporate theoretical information in a coherent and concise manner 
using geographical terminologies. Additional value will be awarded if it supports primary 
survey or personal review with relevant evidence. 

f. The project should be coupled with maps, diagrams, relevant pictures, pie-charts, bar-
graphs, line-graphs pertaining to the topic. 

g. Use of red ink in the project is strictly prohibited. 
 

***************** 


